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I believe we are awakening to the sacred within us. 

I have heard the calling out for a reconnection.  

Each of us has the power to be a  catalyst for global

transformation. 

What is needed is simple. We must heal ourself. 

We must share our experience of healing and create a

space for each other in doing so. We must respond to

the infinite intelligence within, to our truth. Our hearts

are calling out. I have created this practice to help

inspire you to begin the journey to awakening to that

call within you. 
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Working with intention is powerful miracle making magic. 

If you're not sure what your calling is... that's perfectly alright.

You can begin with reflecting on that which makes your heart

expand and soar. Start your day with gratitude for the

blessings you have. After you have taken a few brief moments

for this reflection, grab a journal, a notebook, a napkin... and

get ready to set an intention for your day.
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I BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF MUSTERBATION

I once attended a lecture by the late, Dr. Wayne Dyer. He said

something I thought was absolutely profound and hilarious. 

He said "self actualizing people are people who must be what they

can be" and then, he said 

"I call it MUSTERBATING" 

What is it that you must do? 

What is your passion? 

Each morning, take a moment to create a simple statement that is

in alignment with that purpose. 

If you make intention setting a part of your daily practice it will

change your life.

FIND A COMFORTABLE POSITION 
FOR MEDITATION & SPACIOUSNESS. MEDITATE DEEPLY

Ask yourself......

What do i value wholeheartedly? 
What is it that I desire, for myself and all beings?
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When we wake up we cleanse ourselves thoroughly. 

Do this physically and spiritually, for in order to create

sacred space for the divine to enter, one must keep a

clean temple. 

CLEANSE THE MIND:

IT WILL WASH AWAY:  

 Let go of the illusions. Release your ideas surrounding relationship. 

Nothing is personal. All of this is an exercise in awakening. 

"Forgiveness is the fragrance that the violet sheds on the heel that crushed it" ~

Mark Twain

Awakening to this day, is time to cleanse. Begin by splashing warm water on your face

and neck.  Remain in the meditative state you created by taking pause to be thankful.

Allow this cleansing of the body to be a beautiful ritual.  Let every movement be

prayerful. Honoring the body. Seven splashes for seven chakras. Focus on each

chakra as you splash and wash your face, energetically clearing and cleansing the

chakras, as you wash the face.

SCRAPE YOUR TONGUE:

Your mouth is a gateway. The air you breathe that gives you life flows through it. 

It is how you create your own unique vibration that expresses your truth to the

world. All nourishment enters here. If you begin scraping the tongue daily you will

notice the invigorating effect it has. Food tastes better, making it more satisfying. As

communication between taste receptors and beneficial ingredients in food

increases, you may find yourself eating less. Sugar, salt, preservatives and harmful

ingredients may begin to taste less enjoyable. As you scrape the tongue you will be

clearing away bacterial growth that increases at night. You can keep the cleansing

meditative ritual energy flowing while you scrape the tongue. Focus on shedding any

judgements, lower vibrations, negative expression of mind static. Allow yourself to

shed anything which you are clinging to as you are scraping. Scrape away all

harmful words you have said or will say. 

Cleansing and blessing the tongue with purity



When you are through scraping your tongue place a tablespoon of oil, in your mouth

and swish it around for up to 20 minutes. I recommend doing it for at least five minutes.

When you are done swishing be sure to spit out the oil, it pulls toxins from deep in the

mouth. When you finish, brush your teeth very well. Allow this swishing to be a

meditation as well. When the oil is being swished around in the mouth be with each

precious moment. Use the swishing to symbolize your ability to withstand the

tumultuous storm of emotions that come throughout any given day without opening

your mouth to react, until all toxic energy has subsided. 

OIL PULLING: 

Ayurvedic oil massage. This is my favorite part of my morning ritual! Truly Loving

your body, physically creates an intimacy with yourself. Too often we spend time

thinking negatively about our bodies. This pause allows us to restore a connection

with ourself. This practice offers many physical benefits as well. Increased

circulation, increased lubrication in the joints, calming nerves, improves

detoxification and energy as well as stamina! Stay with the meditation. As you rub

the body, visualize sending the body all that you need, all the nourishment, all the

energy. Be with the body. Be with yourself. Experience the sensations that come

and allow the body to communicate whatever it needs in the moment. I recommend

using the right oil for your dosha. I would be happy to consult with you about the

best oil. Sesame oil is wonderful and full of antioxidants. It is highly nourishing, and

should be warmed prior to rubbing the body. Be sure to pay special attention to the

feet when rubbing yourself. I highly recommend adding an essential oil to the

bottoms of your feet. Our feet absorb so much. 

Try Frankincense it is very grounding.

ABHYANGA: 

Dry brushing. This is very stimulating to the skin and lymphatic system. It enhances

the circulation and release of toxins. It is best to do this after your abhyanga and in

the bathtub prior to taking a shower. With a natural bristle brush, use a circular

stroking motion beginning at the feet and moving up the body towards the heart. Be

gentle with your skin in sensitive places, and apply moderate pressure in thick

skinned areas. This will stimulate the lymph system and release many toxins. In

keeping with the ritual, continue to shed. As you are brushing off the body brush

anything that has been lingering, all that judgement, attachment, the human drama.

Shed your armor. Release that which no longer serves you in this precious moment. 

COMPLETE THE PURIFICATION WITH A BATH OR SHOWER.

Use candles, oils, incense, sage. Make this a sacred bath.

GARSHANA: 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IS IT ANY SURPRISE THAT I'M GOING TO RECOMMEND YOGA?
Yoga has changed my life entirely. The 8 limbed path of yoga. What is yoga? Yoga is

often translated as union. This is a condensed and simplified definition.

 Sanskrit, more than just an ancient dialect. Sanskrit is akin to installing a spiritual

update, or software in your system, rather than a language. A secret code that

awakens high states of consciousness. One syllable in a Sanskrit word has multiple

layers of meaning. It is encoded with layers of information containing metaphysical

principles and wisdom. 

Yoga is designed to reveal the truth about ourselves, the truth about this reality. It

opens a doorway leading us down the path of becoming a yogi, the path that can

connect us to that intuitive space and open transmission of creative source. Yoga

allows the unfolding of self, the discovery of our unlimited potentiality. Through

dedication and devotion to the path of yoga we learn self mastery. In the practice of

being I recommend at least one hour of daily asana practice in the morning. There

are many styles to choose from.  I encourage you to experiment with several before

finding a teacher that you connect with. When you have found a teacher that speaks

to you, stay with that teacher. Remain with the teacher for as long as you feel you

are gaining insight and wisdom. There is a great benefit to developing your practice

in this way. You can also practice at home, through the use of guided lessons. 

I would like to recommend seeing a teacher regularly, however, to ensure that you

are using proper alignment. Yoga will change your life. I promise.
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Throughout the rest of the day......

Practice mindfulness. 

Stay Present. 

Return to your morning mantra. 

Create space for pause. 

Live in Love.

BE

I would like to invite you to tune into the guide inside. 

Listen for what brings you home to yourself. 

Find out what practices bring you presence.


